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Innovation Adoption Decisions in Organizations:

An Empirical, Investigation

Innovation adoption,:implementatiOn, and routiniza'tion are

areas of,great importance both practically and theoretically.

The Practical importance comes into pla4 if new practice is per-

ceived te be better thah existing Practice., It is then impure-

tive for the sake of both organizational efficiencs fand survival

that this process be carried out euickls. The theoretical inter-

est in this area is veru much linked to practicalitu. Since an

innovation is usually defined' as env practice or product that is

new to the organization Rogert & Shoemaker, 1971), the only way

,that organilations change as through the innovation process.

This may account for both the multi-diseiPlinary nature of the

studs of innovation and the large numbers of studies dealing with

this topic (Rogers CE.yeland, 1975).

Past Research

Much of the Past research has dealt with the adoption of

innovations by individuals (Rogers % Shoemaker, 1971). In the

rural s,ociology tradition, vaious characteristics of individuals

Were correlated with earls and late adoPtion of innovations.

Exampley of the innwvations studied would be a new kind of seed

or method of Planting. The unit of analts in mans of these

cases uas the individual farmer.

In a compelling analSsis, Pincus (1974) pointed out some
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xpasons whu the findings concerning individual innovativeness and

, organizational innovativeness would 'differ. He compared and con-

trasted public schools and PUblic utilities. Both tupes of orga-

nizations are non-market oriented and have a captive client PC/Psi

lation. In addition, schools have an unclear technologu and

ther.e exists little agreement concerning the aims of schooling.

Uiven this situation, schools were seen as having incentjves to

adopt innovations that do not have observable effects. Farmers,

on the other hand, would want to see the effects. of anu adoption.

Organizational innovation is a complex phenomena involving multi-

ple actors embedded in a context,of formal and informal authoritu

structures,- personal relationships, as well as organizational

relationships to clients and the environment. This context mau

serve to constrain the individual organizational actor or aroun

(Haile It Dewar, 1973) thusattenuatinA the relationship among in-

dividual variables and organizational innovation adoption.

Research on organizational characterisitics related to the

adoption of innovations has provided'at best a mixed bag Haae

and Aiken (1967) and Aiken and Hage (1971) have pointed out the

association among variables indicating a more organic form of

organization (high complexitu, low formalization, less centrali-_

zation) and the number of new practices started in a five uear

period. Tornatzku et. pl. (1980) demonstrated the impact of an

organizational atmosphere favoring change (organizational

mate) on the edoption of en innovation. Siegel and Kaemmerer

(1978) demonstrated the existence of differential amounts of

2
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these climate dimensions in traditional and alternative schools.

16 these latter two studies, the Question of what caused this

"innovative" tYpe of climate was not addressed, With the excep-

tion of the work of Tornatzkg et,,a1,, most studies in this area

relate, macro-organizational properties to macro-defin,itions of

innovation, Questions remain concerning the relationship or

these macro-)-roperties to, the adoPtion of specific innovations or

7actices,

Methodological Criticisms

In response to the lack of consistent findings concerning

both organizational properties and innovation attributes from one

1:tudy to another, Downs and Mohr (1976) cited fo6r sources of

rhstabilitu among studies, First, there coula be variation in

*the primars attributes of innovations or organizations from one

.study to another, A primary attribute is an attribute upon which

either an innovation or an organization can be classified without

'respect to the other, To the extent that primarY attributes

exist, there is a neccesitv for a different theory of innovation

for each level of the Primaria -attribute, A second source of in-

stability concerned the ]ack of accounting for statistical inter-

actions, Ihird, the innovation variable maY be at a different

Level or aggregation,than the variables used to predict it, If_

- this is Lrue, then researchers are committihg the 'ecologivai

fallacy" Of cross level inference when they generalize the find-

ings of a studY using an aggregated measure of innovation to the

adoption of a sRecific innovation., Fourth, Downs and Mohr (1976)
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identified th-ree different operationalizat;ions of innovativ9ness,

these definitions concern clearlu different Phenomena,

Downs and Mohr (1976) advocate the use of the Innovation

Decison Design in order to avoid the above problems, Using this

design, if one is considering 10 innovations and 100 organiza-

tions, the effective samPle size is 000, That is, each innova-
.,

,

tiOm is considered in relation to each organization,

A further explanation of ,instability in this literature is

offered bu Digoness and Perreault (1981) who suggest that the

generalizabilitu of a given studtes findings concerning innova-

Lion are limited bu the representativeness of the conteht and

reference domains of the innovati.on and organization, The con-

tent domain refers to the tuPe of innovations sampled, The. ref-,

erence domain refers to the comparison sample of the organiza-

tions being considereds That is, innovating organizations should

be compared to organizations which did not adopt a specific inno-

,vation with respect to a varietu of organizational and member

characteristics,

Rationale of the Present Studs and Research Questions

As a resolution to the inconsistencu of the literature con-

'cerning organizational innovation, it is s,uggested that the per-

ceived reasons for the adoPtion decision across many different

innovations mau provide a mediating variable between organiza-

tional characteristics and innovation adoption,

Much research in this area has been conducted in educational

organizations and thOs, this was the.first Pol,icu area chosen for



_inclus-ion in the present studv. A second social policu area was

chosen in an attept to make the findings of the preSent research

more-generalizable. The additional area chosen was criminal jus-

LLOOt SPecificallv, the present research addresses the foklowing

auestions:

(1) Whu du organizations adopt innovations? Do these reasons

differ either as a function of the social polic9 area or of the

innovation?

(2) Do organizations that ultimatelw adopt a OrogTairi dirfur from

organizations that have never heard of the pra-gram in terms of

changes in the numbers of clients, administrative staff, or

front-line service providing staff? Are there diffdrenLes.on

these veraables as a function of either the social policu area or

the innovation under consideration?

(I) Do organizations which ultimatelw adopt a 'program have dif-

ferent patterns of :participation in decision making than'organi-

.zations which have never heard of the Program? If so, are these

differences a function of either the social policw area or the

innovation?

Method

_Innovations. Innovations were Selected for study from the

manw programs offered bu the National Diffusion Network (NDN) of

the Department of Education and from the Exemplaru ProJects Pro-

gram of the Department of Justice, ,Pragrams were selected that

met the following criteria: programs had to be validated in some

manner, aach Program had to have a reasonable assurance of having



20-30 replications, each Program had to be at least two veers

old, and each innovation had to be organization-wide, The last

criteria was included to increase the likelihood that there Would

be an organizational rather than an individual decision to adopt

the program. Four Programs were chosen from the educational area

and four programs were chosen from the criminal justice area,

labie 1 describes the eight programS chosen for studu.

Unit of Analvsis, The studv of organizational innovation

reuul'res an appropriate definition of the adopting 'organiza-

tion'. In education, the school was,defined as the adopting or-,

ganization% The rationale for this decision was as follows.

TSchool districts can decide to adopt,and imPlement a program.

Howeve.r, the imPlementation of the innovation takes place at the

school level, The organizatiop was defined as tbe unit that im-

plements the program. In criminal Justice, the same decision

rules were used. During the course of the research, decisions on

what.to call various units within the criminal justice field were

made with an eve to insurinA compati,bilitv with the decisi on to

treat the school as the adopting organizatiOn.

'Sampling of Organizations within Innovations, In the educa-

tional area, a 3% random sample of all schools in the continental

United States was generated from a source tape provided bu the

National Center for Educational Statistics and Market Data Re-

trieval. In the criMinal Justice area, a 3% random sample from

all the appropriate organizational units was generated for each

of the following tvPes of organizations; circuit and district'



L.Uurts, Juvenile courts, Police.departments, and prisons. his

sample was generated from a tape of organizations purehased.the

United States Department of the Census..

It was attempted to generate the entire sample of organiza-

tions (both those organizations unaware of a given innovation and

those organizations that had adopted a given innovation) from the

above random sample. Howe'Ver'', the first 120 calls.produced onlu

three adopters across all eight programs, Due to time and re-

source constraints, adopters were tnerefore located through lists

obtained from program developers. Identification of unaware non-

adopting organizations Proceeded using the randomlu generated'

list Of oTgamizations. Table 2 showa the number of adopters and

unaware non-adopters bu program.

Interviewers. Interviewers were Michigan,State Universitu

graduate and undergraduate students who participated in the re-

search for paument, course credit, or some combination of the

two. Interviewers were trained using role-piaus.

ResPondents. Most respondents in adopting organizations

were either adminsistrators in the organization (n=71, 44%) or

front-line se-rvice,Providing staff (n=37, 237.), The same Pattern

held true for respondents in unaware non-adoPting organizations.

Administrators in the organization constituted 587. of the sample

(n=90), and front-line service providing staff constituted 25"kof

the sample (n=38).

Measures

Adoption Decision Questionnaire, This instrument was desig-



ned to obtain perceptions of informed organizational Personnel

concerning the important reasons for the adoption decision* The

Adoption Decision Questionnaire (ADO) was based on variables from

the'literature on the determinants of innovation and included

variables in the following categories: perceived innovation

characteristics,,characteristics of innovation champions and

change agents, suPport or antagonism from relevant gPOUPS or

actors inside or outside of the organization, amount and type of

role change reauired bl:Lthe innovation, availability of organiza-

tional and extra-organizational resources for the innovation,

incentiVes for adoption within the organization,_auality or the

management Of the adoption decision process, and environmental

factors aiding or hindering the adoption of the innovation.

*organization Profile. This instrument was designed to ob-

tain information concerning organizational resources, age, loca-

tion, size, and extent of contact with NDN or the LEAA Exemplars

Projects Program. In addition, information concerning the level

and number of actors involved in both the adoption decision and

involved in decision-making in general Was collected fur adop-

ters. Only the latter piece of information was collected for

non-edopters.

Procedure

Interview Adminiatration. The interviews were conducted by

telephone. Interviewers freauently had to go through a complex

tracking process to locate the appropriate respondent. Respon-

dents in adopting organizations were interviewed concerning both

8



the reasons fur adoption (Adoption Decision -Questionnaire) and

organizational demographics (Or,ganization Profile), Respondents

in unaware non--adopting organizations were interviewed only con-

cerning organizational demographdcs,

In all cases the interviewer attempted to locate and inter-

view the Person in the organization most knowledgeable about th!li

adoption decislon even if this Person wai5 no longer employed/by

the specific organization, This procedure insured auestionIng a

respo-ndent who was actually involved in the adoption deci_sion,

After introducing him or herself and the purposes of the

research, the interviewer asked about sqme of the reasons that

influenced the adoption decision, The interviewers were instruc-

ted to obtain as mans reasons as possible from the respondents,

After obtaining an exhaustive list of reasons from the respon-

dents, interviewers asked a series of 'probes' to obtain addi-

tional reasons, These probes were the ADO variable categories

discussed above prefaced by "Was there anything about Cvariable

category e.g., the availability of resources3 which had an impact

in 'your decision making?" Interviewers then verbally summarized

the respondent's reasons for.adoption and ased for clarification

or amplification if neccesary, Following this, interviewers

asked the more structured Organization Profile guestions,

Reliability and Validity. Inter-coder reliability was

assessed through having a second interviewer listen in on the

interview and independently code the interview, Reliability was

taken to be thp percentage of ex.act agreement between inter-

9



viewers on the information obtained durzing the interview.

A- major concern of the research ,Was that the reasons for

adoptiom be actual considerations taken into account during orga-
,

nizational decision making rather than the idiosuncratic reaction

of single.individual,to the prOgram in question, To assess this,

in a sample of casesi a seccind respondent was'contacted in' the

organization and intervied. This procedure can be looselu

termed a check on the validity of the interview. Validitu was

taken to be the percentage of exact agreement between respondents

op the information obtained during two independent interviews.

Results

Reliability and Validitut Reliability on the Adoption De-

cision Questionnaire ranged from .863 to .966 with a mean

of .921. Reliability or inter-coder agreement on the Organiza-

tion Profile (OP) ranged from .676 to .946 with a mean of .".'50.

Inter-Tespundent aNreement on the ADO ranged from .774 to .945

with a mean of .890. Validity on the OP ranged from .627 to .900

with a mean of .692. Reliability and validity of these measures

was taken tO be adeauate.

Number of Reg:sons. The mean number of reasons for adoption

for each program ranged from a high of 17.84 on HOSTS to a low of

13.50 on MCPRC. An analysis of variance of the number of reasons

coded by Program failed to reveal anti significant differences

among Programs in terms of the number ofreasons coded (F(7,152)

=1.90, P>.05),

Scaling of the Reasons for Adoption. The reasons for aijop-

10



-Lion vere scaled,using,rational and empir;ical methods (Jackson,

1971). Items pere eliminated if they had.less than a 107. endor-

sement freeuencu. Zero-order correlations were then computed for

all items. Based on item content, coding protocoly'and negative

correlations, some items addressing veru specific aspects of the

:iame general construct were combined iilto one item. For example !

combining of items took place On two items referripg to the per-

ceived expense of the program'. .
One item yeferred to the Program

being-ineKpensive clue to grant suPport brought in bu the Program

while the other item referred to-the-Program being inexpensive

without anu referent. Clearlu, both these items are.getting at

the perceived expense of the program to the organization. There

was a negative correlation between these,two items. For thePUr-

poses of building reliable scales, in instances such ag the

above, items were added together and the mean of the two items

was taken td rePresent the construct.

Figure 1 shows the Scale names and item composition of each

pf the four scales that resulted from the procesSs outlined

above. The four sCaleS were labelled: Expense and Financial Sup'-'

port, Changes in Roles and Role Relatiohships, Expected Smooth

Implementation, and Support (from variuus organizational actors),

- Table 3 s.hows the correlations among the scales and the internal

cunsiStencu (alpha) of each of the scales. All the internal

consistency estimates computed were .50 or above. Three of the

six possible correlations among the scales were significantllu

different from zero.

11



Differences among ProaTams on the Scales, Due to the sig7

nificant correlations among the scales a multivariate analYsis of

vaTiance was calculated, This revealed significant differences

among the scales as a function of the Program F aPProx-

imation=1.7.26y p<A6001), On this basisy univariate analyses of

variance were performed.

Table 4 shows the results of the univariate analyses of var-

'iance, All the scales differed significantly as a function or

the program, In order to,determine whether these differences

occurred at, a function*of whether the Program was,in education or

ih-criminal justicey planned contrast analyses of variance were

performed, 'No signinficant differences were found between areas

_on the Expense and Financial Support scale (T(152)=,82, P>,05)y

the Changes in Roles and Role Relationships scale (T(152)=.75,

p>,05$y and the Support scale-(T(152)=1,09, P>,05). However, on

the Expected Smooth Implementation scale, education and criminal'

Justice were significantly different from'one another (T(1.52)=

3,4, Pes,001) with criminal Justice organizations abre freauently

citing expected smooth implementation as a reason for adoption

than educational organizations, Im other words, criminal Justice

organiiations were significantly higher on this scale,

Post-hoc Scheffe pairwise comparisons among PrOgrams WeTe

calculated for all scales. There were no significant pairwise

differences among Programs on either the Expense and Financial

Support scale ,or the Changes in Roles and Role RefationshiPs

scale. Significant differences were found on the ExPected Smooth

12



_Implementation scale. HOSTS, CBOT, and CAP were significantly

,

higher on this scale than the EBCE program (P<.85). A signif-

icant pairwise difference was.also found on the SupPort scale.

EBCE program adoAers were Significantly higher on this scale

than HOSTS Program adopters (p<.05).

Organizational Demographics and Environments. The Organize-.

tion Profile asked resPondents (both adopters and unaware non-

adopters) about the number of clients (people Processed by the

argani,zation), number pf administrative staff, and number of

front-line service providing staff in both the orgahization and

the super-ordinate organization. In addition, respondents were

asked for each of the above whether these client or staffing num-

bers had been increasing, decreasing, or stable at the time of

the adoption decision. Only analyses for the increasinS, de-

creasing, and stable information are Presented.here. It is clear

that the absolute sizes of the variables. will differ as a func-
,

tion of the organization and programsince scheols, courts, juve-

nile service agencies, police departments, and Frisons will dif--

fer as far as staffing Patterns.

Analusesof variance were conducted in order to ascertath

whether adopting organizations were different from'unaware non-

. adopting organizations. For these analyses, increasins! was coded

1/ stable_coded 0, and decreasing coded -1. Program was treated

as one independent variable and adoption status (adopter or un-

aware non-adopter) was treated as the second independent varia-
.

. ble^
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Table 5 shows the analyses of variance on these three varia-

blest In all three analyses, these variables differed as a func-
.

tion of program and did not differ as a function of adoption sta-

tus. In all three analuses,there was no interaction between PrO-

arm and adoption status. In other words, adopters did nOt dif-

fer from unaware non-adopters aS far as increasing, decreasing,

ur stable numbers of clients, administrative or front-line 'staff.

Planned contrast analyses of variance comparing edubation to

-criminal justice were conducted for all three variab,les. All

three contrasts were significant: the number of clients is sig-

nificahtlu.more likely to be stable or decreasing in education

comPared to criminal justice (T(151)=5.01, p.0001); el:Si-Mai/one:1

organizations are'more likely to exhibit decreasing or stable

numbers of administrative staff than criminarjustice organiza-

tions (T(151)=1.81, P<.07); and educational organizations are

more likely to show stable or decreasing patterns of the number

of front-line staff comPared to criMinal justice organizations

(T(151)=3.41,P<.001). The pcheffe post-hoc Pairwise comparison

procedure failed to reveal any significant Pairwise differences

among P'rograma on anv'of the three variables (P>,055.

Participation in Decision Making. The number of different'

levels of organizational and extra-organizationai actors partici

patina both,in the adoption decision (adopters) and decision mak-

ing in general (adopters and unaware non-adoPters) were analyzed

to see if Program or adoption status differencet existed. A

third variane was computed by subtracting the number of levels

14



involved in decision making in general from the number of levels
-

involved in the adoption decision for adopting organizations,

This vaiiable indicates the PXtent to which the 'adoption decision

was a tuPical one.

Table-6 shows the analUsis of variance for the number of

levels involved in decision making in gener.al bu both the program

and adoption gtatus, Again, there is a main effect for program,

no main effect for adoption status, and no interaction between

adoption status and prograM. In terms of the number of levels

invOlved in tke adoption decision, there was a significant main

effect for program (F(7r152)=3.31, pes.01), On the variable com-

puted tau- subtacting the former variable f-rom-the-latte-r-vi-r-i-abae-,

,there were no significant differenceZas a function of program

for adopters (F(7,152)=1,75, .p>.05).

Planned contrast analuses of variance revealed that educe,.

tional adopters have significantl,w more levels involved in both

decision making in general (T(152)=4,67, p<.0001) and in the

adoption decision (T(152)=3.92, p,0001) than criminal justice

. adopters, The Scheffe post-hoc comparison procedure revealed 110

significantpairwise differences among programs (P>.05),

Correlations between the scales and the demographic varió-'

bles, participation in decision making,.. and the length of time

the Program had been in use in the organization are presented in

Table 7, ,There were nosignificant correlations with env of the

demographic variables. it would appear from these analUses that

the abilitu of the dembaraphic variables to explain program dif-

1
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ferences on the scales.is limited. However, there were several

significant correlations between the scales and the length of

time the Program had been used in the organization and,Oartici-

Pation in decision making.

-Additional ana1Yses were undertaken to explicate the reasons

. for_program differences on the scales. Two additi6a1 variables,

age of the -Program and Job Position pf the,respondent were ex-

plored. Table 8 shows the analYses of yariance for each scale as

a function of age and Program. There were no main effects for

age or interaction of age with Program on anv of the scales. The

scales also did not differ as a function of the Job position of

the respondent (Wilk's F 6pproximatiowC4,147Y=1~:7()).

Discussion

Some of the most striking findings of this research concern- ,

ed differences between socia),,Policy areas. For example, crimi-

nal Justice adopters were more likely to cite the -expected

,smoothness of the impkementation as a reason to adoPt than educa-

tion adopters. There are a-number of Po4sible explanations for

this finding. Given the current high statut value placed on in-

,
novation, educational adopters could be trving to.make themselves

look very change oriented bg not,citing implementation ease as a

reason to adopt. -A1ternative1v, change couid be a more diffiCult

process im criminal justice organizations than in education arta-

aizations thus meceSsitating the consideration of implementation

issues Prior to the change..

Several Program differences concerning,the reasolis for adop-

16-
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tion were also of interest. For example, Program differences on

the Expected Smooth ImPlementation tcale can be explained bu re-

ference to the content of the program. The EBCE Program recluires

that students spend significant periods'of time outside of the

school. This would seem to be a bigger Change,lfrom usual opera-

tint procedure than the changes rectuired bu the HOSTS, DDOT, and

CAP Programs. This explanation should be treated cautiouslu

since no attemPt was made to sustempticallu measure the.the deE1-

ree of -change necessitated by the content of the program.

With regard to contrasting adopters and non-adopters, there

were.no differencekbetween adopting organizations and unaware

non-adopters in terms 'of increasing, decreasing, or stable staf-
,

fing and client,patterns. For adopters, education organizitions

seem to be facing a More uncertain future than criminal justice

organiiation in terms of the number of' clients and staff. This

is probablu due,to the decline in the humber of students atten-

ding schools in these post "baby boom" times.. Criminal justice

organiZations, on the other hand, woUld seem to face a rosier

-future in terms of these variables due to.the increases in crime

ratet litigation, and inmatepopulation. It is surprising that

these variables did not correlate With env of.the scales. Be-

cause of the differences between education and criminal justice

in terms of expectations 'for_the future, one would expect these

variables to correlate with the reasons whu Programs were odor
,

-ted.

The correlations between the scaled reasons for adoption and

17



participation in decision, making and the lengun of time that ths..

Program had been used in the organization are interesting to con-'

sider. The larger the difference in terms of the number-of orga,-

nizational levels participating in the adoption decision and the

number of organizational levels Participating in decision making

ingeneral, the more expense and the availabilitu of financial

support is considered. This cOuld indicate that decisions-with

costs (either high or low) necessitate ihe involvement of a cer-

tain'number of levels. In ciddition, the larger' this difference

is, the more ease of implementation issues are considered. It

could be that higher levels of the organization are Primarilw
, _

concerned with ease of impelementation and costs of the Program.

When these levels are involved, these issues are- considered.

The length of time that. the Program .had been in use in the

organization also cnrfelated ,significantly with,two of the scaled

reasons for adoption. The negative cOrrelation of length of time

the program had been in use at the organization and the Changes

in Roles and Role Relationships cantle explained through memoru

effects. The longer the Lime the Program had been in use in the

organization the less likely it was that changes in roles would

be cited as a reatonAo adopt. It could be that esired role

change is'a factor initiallu in the decision but that over time

as the role change becomes part of the organization, this is not.

remembered as a factor.. the positive correlation between the

length of time the organization had been using the prograM and

the Support scale suggests that over time support comes to be

18
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considered a major factor in the adoption decision.

This studs both PartiallY supPorts and Partially refutes the

ideas of Downs and Mohr ,(1976i.- The fact that the reasos for

adoption were significantly different depending on the program

would, suggest that the reasons for adoption are not primary char-

acteristics of innovations. The lack of significant interactions

between the Program as an independent variable and the length of

time the program has been in use in terms of the reasons for

adoption is dissappointing given the fairly large number.or res-

pondents involved in this studY. With a sample of organizationS

numbering 160, the power to detect iriteractions was higher in

this studs than in manY Past studies.

An interesting auestion not answered fulls by this study-is

why the reasons for adoption vary as a function of program. It

is Possible that there are Primarld characteristics of programs

that are differentially salient to organizatiOns depending on the

situation, Problem, and People involved.

In looking at this studv and the results, one
,
might be temP-

--"

ted to say "So what:? "Different organizations adopt different

programs for different reasons.' Given the lack of consistient

findings in the literature, this would hardly seem to be a so

what conclusion. -It would have been difficult to say what the

,factors involved in the adoption decision-are on the basis or the'

inconsistient findings of past research. This studs has ration-

ally and empirically derived what the different reasons are for

. different programs.

19
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The usefulness of the concept of reasons for adoption s

remains to be demonstrated. The reasons for adoption could

till

heimportant in explaining how close the replication resembles t

original model Program. The. reasons for adoption could provid

measure of the adopting site's initial motivation to replicate

the programs. Perhaps adopters with certain reasons for adopti

e a

might be more likelw to implemefit and run a program that closel

resemhles the original program. -To' the extent that this is fou

on

to be true, and to the extent that prograM developers want adoP-

ters to be true to the original model, such empiricallw derived,

'reasons for adoption' could be important both practicallw and

,theoreticallw.

.1
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Table 1

Innovations Selected in the Present Study.

.Education

Help .0ne Student to Succeed (HOSTS)--A diagnostic, ,prescri.ptive, tutorial

reading program for chiTaren -in grades 2-6. Tutors are community volun-

teers and,high school students. The-program.includes "pulling out" stu-

dents from their regular classes at least one-half hour per day.

ECOS Training Institute (ECOS)-4 training program to help principals and

teachers infuse new content areas into existing curridula or add new cot-17.

tent areas. A major part is the formation of a committee compOsed of

administrators, teachers, and students. Deals with all grade levels.

Experience Based CareerEducation (EBCE),This program provides experience

outside of school at volunteer field sites for the student. Systematic

career and interest exploration on the part of the student is also encour-

aged. The development of an individualized learning plan for each student

is carried out. Program concerns high school students.

0

Focus Dissemination Project (FOCUS)--A "school withi n a school" for dis-

affeced junior and senior high school students. All students are required

to participate in a group of 8-10 students and one leader (called Family).

Students take at least one class in the Focus program. Classes in the

Focus program involve individualized, self-paced instruction.

Criminal Justice

One. Day One Trial --A jury management system that calls in a certain

number of potential jurors per,day. Potential jurors come in for that day

and if not selected to serve in a trial have completed their obligation.

Community Arbitration Project (CAP)--Juvenile offenders are sent to a formal

arbitration hearing run by the court intake division, rather than to courts.

Juveniles have the specific consequences of their actions explained to them.

Youths are then given a number of hours of informal supervision usually

involving work in the community.

Community Crime 'Prevention (SCCPP)--This program is a three phase attack

at residential bur-glary. This involves the setting up of a neighborhood

block watch, propert.marking and inventory, and home security-inspections.

Pre-Release Center MCPRC --Involves the setting up of a residential facility

separate from the prison. This facility should be in the community from

mhich most of the inmates are drawn. Inmates are encouraged to work so that -

they will have a job when they are released. Cuunseling and social aware-

ness instruction s also part of this program.



Table 2

Number of Adopters apd Unawa,re Non-adopters by Program

Education

HOSTS

ECOS

EBCE

FOCUS

Criminal
Justice

0001

CAP

SCCPP

MCPRC

Total

Ado ters

Unaware
Non-ado ters

32 18

24 20

28 20

2,5 20

16 20

9 20

18 20

8
,

20

160 .

25

158



Table 3.

Scale CorrelationS of the Reasons for Adoption

, Expense and
Financial
Support

Changes in Roles
and Role
Relationships

Expected Smooth
Implementation

Support

Expense and
Changes in Roles

and Role Expected Smooth

Financial Su ort Relationshi s Implementation S ort

(.54)* ,

.07'

'(.51)

-.09 * *

*Diagonals are coefficient alpbas

"RatIonal Scale (no a computed)

***p <

1



, Table 4

Results of pnivariate'Analysis of Variance on

- Expense and Financial Support Scale, Changés,in Roles and

Role Relationships Scale, Expected Smodth Implementation Scale,
and Support Scale by, Program

6

Changes in Roles

Expense and and Role Expected Smooth

Financial Support Relationships Implementation Support

Source df MS F 6.:2 MS f w2 MS F w2 MS F

Among Pro-
grams

7 .22 3.12* .09 .43 379* .11 :57 6.09* . 4 .30 _2.92* .08'

Error 152 .07 .11- .103

*p < .01

28

27



Table 5

Results of Analysis of Variance on Numbers of Clients,

Administrative Staff, and Front-Line Staff (increasing, decreasing,

or stable+) by Program and Adoption Status

Source df MS

.Program

.

Adoption Status

Program by Adop-

tion Status

Error

7

1

7

294

-6.26

1.71

.25

.60

Number of Number of

Number of Administrative Front-Line

Clients Staff , Staff

J -6)2

10,47* .18

2.86,

.42

MS F , 6)2_ MS F io2

.66 2.81* .04 2.91 6.01*, .11

.04 .15 1.55. 3.23

.24 1.00 .06 .12

.24 .49

*p <

+Increase coded 1, decr.easing coding -1, stable coded 0.



Table 6

Results of Analysis of Variance of Collapsed
Number of-Levels Involved in Decision Making in,General

by Program and Adoption Status for both Adopters and Non-adopters

Source df 'SS MS

Program 7 32.20 4.60 9.92* .16

Adoption Status 1 .36. .36 .78

Program by
Adoption Status 7 2.77 .40 .85

Error 302. 140.10 .46 2..34

- Total 317 175.43

*p <



Table 7

Correlations Among Four Scales, Number of Levels Participating in Both

the Adoption Decision and Decisions in General (Collapsed),

Number of Levels in Adoption Decision -- Number of Levels
in General (Collapsed), Length of Time Program Has Been in Use in

the Organization, and Demographic Variables for Adopters

Length of Time
Program Used In
Organization

Number of Levels
Involved In
Adoption
Decision

Number of Levels
Involved In
Decisions in
General,

(Number of Levels
In 'Adoption
Decision --
Number of Levels
In .General)

Number of Clients*

Number of Adminis-
trative Staff*

Number of Front-
Line Staff*

Changes
Expense and in Roles Expected

Financial and Role Smooth

Support. Relationshi s Im lementation Su rt

-.10 2,-.16** -.11

,

.15

.

.08 .09 .24**

-.14 .01 ,

_

-.11 ,15

.26** .06 ,.19** .08

-.06 -.13 .09 -.11

.03 .02 .05 .02

-.02 .01 -.003 -.04

*Increasing coded 1, stable coded 0, decreasing coded -1.

**p < .05



Table

Results of Analysis of Variance on Expense-and Financial Support Scale,

- Changes in Roles and Role Relationshtps Scale, Expected SMooth Implementation Scale,

and Support Scale by Program and Age

Changes in R6les

Expense and 'and Rule Expected Smooth i

Financial 'Support Relationships Implementation Support

Source df, MS' F (.0

2 MS F. W2 MS , F (02 MS F W2

Program'

Age

Program by.

Age

Errol-

7

1-

7

144

.22

.00

.12

.07

3.21*

.00

1.72

.09 .43

.04

.03

.12

3.64*

.33

.25

,.11 .57

:01

.12

.09

6.13*

.11.

1.27,

:19 .30

.11

.06 :

.11

2.63*

1.00

:59

.07

.*p < .01

32

33



Figure 1

Items in Scales and Scale Names

ADQ It611,#* Scale Name Item

Expense and Finan-
cial Support

67 Program would.be relatively inexpen-
sive for the organization.

68 ,Program would be relatively inexpen-
sive for the organization due to
grant support brought in by the

program.

115 /Federal financial support was avail-

Able. .

119 State financial support was avail-

able.

123 Locai financial support was avail-.

able.

Changes in Roles-
and Role Rela-
tionships

52 Program, would involve large change
in the organization's client roles
or role behaviors.

54 Program would require a large change
in the organization's member rolet
pr role behaviors.

55 Program.would involve a large'change
in the role relationships (inter-
action) between any organization
actors.

59 Programmduld improve the interper-
sonaLrelationships in the organiza-

tion. ,

*The following items were combined due to coding procedures for scaling

purposes (see text): 67 and 68; 115, 119 and 123; 52 and 54.



Figure 1 (cont.)

Items in Scales and Scale Names

ADQ Item #* Scale Name Item

Expected Sthooth
Implementation

43

45

.39

-Program would increase the efficiency -
of the organization (broadly inter-
preted).

Program would nat take a lot of staff
time to execute.,

Program would be-likely to function
smoothly.in the organizatiOn (WORK-
ABLE; organization member-Organiza-
tion, i.e., administrative).

41 Program would be,likely to function
smoothly ill the organization (WORK-
ABLE;,organization member-client,
i.e., services process).

-

107 Atipropriate,materials for the program,

were available before adoption.

111 Appropriate facilities 'were available
for the program before adoption.

Support

70 .

72

74,

76

78

80

Members of the policy super-ordinate
organization were supportive of the_

prodram.

Membes of the administrative super-
ordinate organizatiOn were supportive_
of the program. A

Administrators in the orgnization were
supportive of the program.

Specialized super-Ordinate.organization
staff were supportive of the program.

Specialized organizational staff
directly, involved with'the program's
implementation were supportive of the
program.

Front-line staff (potentially) directly
involved with the program's implemen-,
tation were supportive of the program,

*The following items were combined due to coding procedures for scaling

purposes (see text): 39'and 41; 107 and.111.


